Sarah Baker: School Visit Information Pack
_________________________________________
Sarah Baker is the author of Through the Mirror Door, a middle-grade time slip tale that’s
been described as A Monster Calls meets The Secret Garden. She’s published by Catnip
Books, who will also publish her second book in 2017.
Sarah loves visiting schools and libraries. She currently offers interactive story writing and
drawing workshops for children in Years 4, 5 and 6:
All workshops include a reading from her book. Sarah also
talks about the inspiration behind the story and how to get
started writing your own stories. A Q&A session can be
included at the end.
Do come armed with your burning questions about being a
writer, as Sarah will happily answer these and talk about
what it’s like to be a real life author.
For all workshops Sarah will need an A3 flipchart or white board with marker pens, a desk or
table and chair, plus water and a glass. All children will need paper, pens and pencils.
___________________________________________________________________________

About Through The Mirror Door
Illustrator: Jess Courtney-Tickle
Publishers: Catnip Books
Since the accident, Angela has been alone. When she is invited on holiday
with her cousins, it is her chance to be part of a family again if she
promises to behave herself. But secrets lie in the walls of the crumbling
French holiday home and the forbidden rooms draw Angela in. Soon
night-time footsteps, flickering candlelight and shadows in windows lead
her to a boy who needs her help. To save him Angela must discover the
truth about what happened in the house all those years ago . . . and face
the terrible secret of her own past.

___________________________________________________________
About Sarah
Sarah used to work in film as a story editor where she did an awful lot of script and book
reading. She’s also worked for Aardman Features and the Bermuda Film Festival and been a
writer and blogger for vintage fashion magazines. Once upon a time she used to review
books for Bloomsbury, Alma Books, Hodder & Stoughton, Little, Brown and Fiction
Uncovered and when she’s not writing, she’s usually reading. Sarah currently lives in London
in a book fort (she means apartment) with her son.

Fees
Sarah charges £150 per half-day and during her visit, schools can choose any combination of
events for any combination of groups.
Please note that schools are additionally asked to cover the cost of travel.
For all visits, we ask that schools offer copies of Through the Mirror Door for sale. You are
welcome to arrange for a local bookshop to make books available or they can be provided
by Catnip Books. Sarah will be delighted to sign copies either during the break or at the end
of the event.
___________________________________________________________________________

Contact
Email:

bysarahbaker@icloud.com

Website:

bysarahbaker.com

Twitter:

@bysarahbaker

Instagram:

@bysarahbaker

Pinterest:

pinterest.com/bysarahbaker

